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Many of our customers choose to enhance their Endless Pool by selecting one or more of our available
options. The following pages describe many of the options and how they can complement your pool and
swim or exercise experience. Our team of architects and designers can be reached at 800-732-8660
to answer any questions you might have about incorporating these options into your pool.
Manual Re t r act a bl e Se c ur i ty Cove r
The Retractable Security Cover acts as a horizontal fence sealing off access to
the pool. Indoors the cover controls humidity, while outdoors the cover seals out
dirt, leaves and debris. The cover retracts onto a roller at one end of the pool
and deploys along low-profile tracks installed on the pool coping. A lock-down
mechanism is provided to secure the cover over the pool. The cover meets stringent
ASTM F1346 safety standards and is strong enough to support the weight of an
adult. The cover is available in light blue, aqua, royal blue, gray, tan, forest green
and black. Sample color swatches are available. For safety, outdoor covers require
a cover pump that automatically pumps rain water off the top of the cover. Endless
Pools strongly recommends a security cover for all installations.

S i ze and Dep t h Op t i o ns
When deciding upon a length and width for your pool, you should consider such
factors as how you intend to use your pool, the general dimensions of the site, your
own height, and additional space requirements for options such as jets, lights and
a cover.
Wider Pools
Our standard pool is ideal for freestyle swimming but people who swim with a wide
kick may benefit from a wider pool. Pools up to 3' wider are offered.
Longer Pools
If you want to have more than one person using your pool at the same time, a longer
pool is a good idea. We offer pools up to 2' longer.
Shorter Pools
Looking to install an Endless Pool into a tight space? A shorter pool may be the
answer. One to two feet shorter pools offer the same quality current as our
standard pools.
Deeper Pools
Our standard 42" high Endless Pool is ideal for swimming and seated
water exercises on the perimeter benches. Our optional 48" pool can also
accommodate many therapy and aquatic exercise routines, as can our
deepest 54" unit. Ceiling height should be considered for above-ground installations.
We recommend a deeper pool to accomodate out optional underwater treadmill.

Shorter Pools
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Longer Pools
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Wider Pools

Deeper Pools

Below -D e c k A ut o mat i c
Re t r act abl e Se c ur i ty Cove r
Our Automatic Retractable Security Cover acts as a
horizontal fence keeping children and pets out of the
pool while controlling humidity. Operated with the
turn of a key, the cover automatically retracts along
concealed tracks below the pool deck for convenient
access to you pool.
The cover meets stringent ASTM F1346 safety standards;
in fact it’s capable of supporting the weight of several
adults. The cover can be installed with most coping
systems. We strongly recommend a security cover for
all installations that may be accessible to children,
non-swimmers and pets.
Color Choices: Navy, Royal Blue, Light Blue, Turquoise,
Green, Tan, Brown, Black, Charcoal, Gray

S yn t h e t i c Co ping
Our convenient and durable Synthetic Coping offers an attractive, costeffective method to finish the top edge of your Endless Pool. The 9.75" x 1"
thick polymer-resin material is impervious to water and mildew. It needs little
maintenance and never requires refinishing. At the front of the pool, our coping
system extends an extra 4", providing a 13-3/4" wide surface covering the
Water Quality System mounted on the exterior of the front panel.

T wo U n d e r wat er Lig ht s
Two underwater lights can transform your Endless Pool into a beautifully
lighted “waterscape.” These low-energy lights are installed by drilling through
the pool wall panel using a special tool provided. These holes are fitted with
watertight niches that hold a long-life LED bulb. Like jets, lights cannot be
retrofitted easily. If you decide on lights, they should be included in your initial
order. Access must be maintained to the outside of the pool wall where lights
are installed.
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A l uminum Co pin g
Our Aluminum Coping offers an easy and durable way to finish
the top edge of your Endless Pool. The extruded-aluminum
interlocked panels are welded for maximum strength and include
prefabricated corners and straight pieces pre-cut to fit your
selected pool size. The coping is 1-3/8" thick and 8" wide and
comes finished in a sand-textured white that can be painted any
color you want. The snap strip can be removed and replaced with
an inset of wood, tile, marble or any material you choose. Joints
between the adjacent coping pieces are covered with a textured
aluminum cover strip. Available with square or mitered corners.

Woo d Recei ver C o pi ng
We developed this cost-effective, extruded-aluminum coping
knowing that wood is a popular finishing option with our
customers. The Wood Receiver System is finished with multiple
coats of a suitable marine varnish. It accommodates standard
2” x 10” cedar, teak, mahogany or redwood, provided by
the homeowner.

Bu l lno se Co ping
Typically used when the pool is installed fully in-ground, the
Bullnose Coping System allows the installer to finish with concrete
and/or tile right up to the pool’s edge. The Bullnose Coping
System acts as both a liner hanger and a finished edge. Supplied
in pieces that can be cut to fit a specific pool size, these extrusions
are fastened down to the top flange of the pool panels.

Sy nt he t ic Skir t in g

Bull Nose Coping

Aluminum Coping

Synthetic Coping

Wood Receiver Coping

Backed with 3/4" of insulation, our synthetic skirting allows
homeowners to finish the exposed walls of their above-ground
pools. Pieces can be easily trimmed for partially in-ground pools.
The maintenance-free, synthetic skirting is available in a slate or
mahogany color.

Slate

Mahogany

Four Hydr o t her a py Je t s
The hydrotherapy benefits of the Endless Pool swim current can be supplemented with four
concentrated Hydrotherapy Jets. The optional jets are ideal for therapy and relaxation and
are most commonly centered over the back bench of the pool. If you want jets they should be
ordered with your pool as they are not easily retrofitted. Access must be maintained to the
pool wall where jets are installed. The jet pump is generally installed at the front of the pool
behind the skirting.
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F l oor M i r r or
Make your swims more fun and more effective with our underwater floor
mirror. Whether you’re a beginner or a competitive swimmer, you will benefit
from the mirrors’ real-time feedback. Monitor your technique, from hand entry
to leg position. Stay centered in the pool’s current. Maintain proper form:
head down, looking right at the mirror. Enjoy a more engaging view to swim
longer. The mirrors are manufactured from polished stainless steel (no glass!)
for durability and a clear view.
“In the Endless Pool, when you can see the mirror the best is when your head
is at an ideal position, looking straight down, neck extended looking right
over that mirror.”
		Dave Marsh,
		
Head Coach, 2016 U.S. Olympic Swim Team
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En dl e ss Po o ls Fit @ H o me ® A p p
Take your exercise to the next level with our new Endless Pools
Fit@Home app/kit. The app allows you to control the pace
and duration of your Endless Pool using any smart device.
The app also acts as a smart display allowing you to see your
swim speed and duration while in the pool. To use the Endless
Pools Fit@Home app with your pool, you should include our
Programmable Controller Kit with your order.
Swim Pace Display

Aqua Bike

Swi m Pace Displa y
Easy to read — even with swim goggles — the 7" high visibility
display presents the pace of the swimmer in minutes:seconds per
100 yards or 100 meters. It’s perfect for interval training or to
monitor improvements in swim technique. Simply set the pace and
swim for as long as you like.
Swi m Co mmumicat o r
The Swim Communicator instantly transmits audio from any
Bluetooth-enabled smartphone to the swimmer via a receiver
attached to their goggles. Use it to enjoy music, podcasts, and
other smartphone audio while swimming. Or use your device’s
microphone for a revolutionary coaching aid that relays real-time
voice instructions from coach to swimmer.
Aq ua Bike
Take a spin on this stationary bike designed expressly for
underwater use. You’ll enjoy a low-impact workout that’s every bit
as effective for weight loss, heart health, and strength building.
Sturdy yet lightweight, the Aqua Bike features padded pedals for
barefoot use and five adjustment points for a perfect fit.
U n der wat er Swim M i r r o r
The Underwater Swim Mirror helps improve your stroke by
providing instant feedback. The mirror is a must for serious
swimmers. It lets you monitor each hand entry and pull-through,
as well as shoulder rolls. You can also watch your underwater
exhalation. The Swim Mirror is mounted on a convenient
angle at the front of the pool and provides a unique view of
your swim technique!
U n der wat er Runni ng Pad

Endless Pools Fit@Home App

Designed for vertical exercise, the Running Pad allows you
to walk, run or do other vertical exercises in your pool and
avoids excessive wear and tear on your liner. Use the swim
current for additional resistance, core strengthening and a total
body workout.
Remo t e Po o l Mo ni t o r i ng Sys t e m
Remotely adjust your pool or swim spa from anywhere in the
world! With the in.touch™ module installed, you can control
water temperature, lights, and jets via your smartphone or tablet.
Swim Communicator
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Underwater Swim Mirror
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Wat er pr o o f Blue t o o t h Spe ake r
Listen to your music while exercising on our aquatic treadmill
or while relaxing in the Hydrotherapy Jets. Our Waterproof
Bluetooth Speaker is designed to protect against water
immersion but is not intended for underwater use. For music
while swimming, we recommend the Finis SwiMP3 player.

S wiMP3 Pla yer
Listen to music while you swim! When the device is placed on
any bones of the skull, the revolutionary SwiMP3 vibrates the
fluid in the inner ear resulting in unprecedented sound quality.
Bone conduction is a safe, well-established hearing mechanism
that the SwiMP3 leverages to enhance aquatic activity.
Aquatic Exercise Step
Aq uat ic Exer cise S t e p
The Aquatic Exercise Step is built for water aerobics in your
Endless Pool. With its non-skid surface and rubber-edged base,
it is the safest and most effective step available for water exercise.

C h ild A lar m
The Child Alarm floats on the pool surface and emits a loud
warning sound up to 200 feet both in your pool and in your
house should someone accidentally fall into the water. When
properly used, this alarm will warn you if a child, animal or
adult falls into or enters your pool while it is unsupervised. The
alarm does not replace careful surveillance, but does offer an
added measure of protection.
An electronic, solid state remote receiver is included. This FCCapproved device has an on/off switch with an “on” indicator
light and is powered by a 120 volt A.C. wall transformer. The
Child Alarm meets the requirements of ASTM Standard F 2208

Ext er io r S t airs

SwiMP3 Player

We offer lightweight yet extremely durable stairs with two, three
or four risers.
The 2 tier steps are 36" wide and 23" deep with 7.5" risers.
Capable of supporting up to 300 lbs. they are easy to assemble
and give a finished look to any pool.
Our 3 and 4 tier stairs offer integrated handrails to ease entry
to, and exit from, your Endless Pool. These stairs are 36" wide
with 8" risers and 12" treads. With a capacity of 400 pounds
the stairs are attractive, durable and non-slip.

Child Alarm
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Exterior Stairs

U n d er wat er Tr ead mi l l s
Turn your Endless Pool into a complete home gym with the addition of an Underwater
Treadmill. Use the treadmill with or without the swim current to vary the intensity of
your walk or jog. Take it to the next step and use the Underwater Treadmill to crosstrain in the Endless Pool. Alternate between swimming and walking or jogging to get
a full body workout!
Our manual Underwater Treadmill offers a wide belt for walking or running. You
expend as much or as little effort as desired and still achieve a great cardio workout.
The powered Underwater Treadmill offers the same wide belt and is activated with a
remote control or our Fit@Home app and is fully adjustable up to 5.5 mph.
Underwater Treadmills are typically installed in pools with deeper panels. For placement
options and additional information, please contact your design professional.
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In t er io r S t airs
The Interior Stairs provide added stability when entering and exiting our pools. We
offer 3- or 5-tread models to suit every pool depth, with or without the optional
Bench Risers.
5-Tread Stairs are suitable for 54"-depth pools only. For the Elite and Dual-Propulsion
pools, the 5-tread stairs can be positioned at the back or on the sides. For all other
pools, the 5-tread stairs must be positioned at the back of the pool.
For exceptional traction and comfort, each step features SwimDek strips. SwimDek
is a cushioned, high-grip material patented for aquatic environments. The SwimDek
strips will be Black on White (if you choose Platinum benches) or Gray on White
(for Sapphire).

Interior Stairs

C or ner S t ep
The Corner Step makes entry into and exit from the pool easier. It provides an
intermediate step between the underwater channel and the coping. The step can
be installed in any of the four corners of the pool. The step material will match your
choice of return channels.
For exceptional traction and comfort, each step features SwimDek strips. SwimDek
is a cushioned, high-grip material patented for aquatic environments. The SwimDek
strips will be Black on White (if you choose Platinum benches) or Gray on White
(for Sapphire).
C oping Rail
Designed with a smaller footprint, 3.5" by 3", our Coping Rail is ideally suited
for more narrow coping systems. Constructed from stainless steel, the Coping Rail
measures 12" high with a grab area measuring 12" by 16". The Coping Rail
provides added assistance and safety when entering or exiting your Endless Pool.
S pa Rail
The stainless steel Spa Rail provides assistance entering or exiting the pool while
minimizing the projection into the swimming area. Rails are most helpful for
fully or partially in-ground Endless Pool installations. The Spa Rail may be used
with the Corner Step, available separately. The Spa Rail is available in satin finish
stainless steel.
Hand Rail
The Hand Rail provides greater stability by guiding the swimmer from deck/coping
level to the pool floor of the standard pool. Rails are most helpful for fully in-ground
Endless Pool installations. The Hand Rail, longer than the Spa Rail, is included with
the Interior Stairs.
3 -Fo o t S t ainless S t e e l G r ab B ar
Grab Bars inside the perimeter of the Endless Pool provide an extra measure
of security and are useful for a variety of exercise and therapy routines. The
3-Foot Stainless Steel Grab Bar is not recommended for installations with optional
Bullnose Coping.

Spa Rail
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Pool Liners
The interior of your Endless Pool can be finished in a variety of aquatic
tones to suit your decor. Each liner comes with a 10-year warranty against
manufacturer defects. In fact, we’re so confident in our liners and how easy
they are to install, that should one become damaged during installation, we’ll
REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE. With extra durability built right in, our custom
liners give you the design flexibility and peace of mind not found in any other
counter-current machine.
Light Blue
Our Standard Colors
A choice of Light Blue or Dark Blue liners is standard with your Endless Pool.

New Patterned Liners
Now you can finish your Endless Pool with our unique selection of high quality
patterned liners, with or without tile edging.
Dark Blue

Santa Cruz

Siesta Wave Tan

Hampton

Mountain Top

Ancient Seas

Sandstone

Diffusion

Seaglass

Blue Mosaic

Gray Marino

NOTE: Liner seams may be more visible on patterns printed on white vinyl. Pattern and solid colors may vary slightly from brochure.
Liner choices are subject to change without notice; please contact your Design Representative for all of the latest custom liner choices.
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C om ple t e Po o l Pac kag e s
Save over 20% on all included options when you choose one of our three Pool Packages. Just select the Package that best
suits your goals and lifestyle. It makes ordering a breeze and delivers guaranteed savings!
Packages give you everything you need for a fully finished pool.

CLASSIC

PERFORMANCE

CROSS TRAINER

All the essentials

Smoother, upgraded current

Complete home gym

Original Endless Pool

Performance Endless Pool

Performance Endless Pool

• 7' x 14'

• 7' x 14'

• 7' x 14'

• 42" Deep

• 48" Deep

• 54" Deep

•S
 ynthetic Coping

•S
 ynthetic Coping

•S
 ynthetic Coping

• Permawood Skirting

• Permawood Skirting

• Permawood® Skirting

•M
 anual Retractable
Security Cover

•M
 anual Retractable
Security Cover

•M
 anual Retractable
Security Cover

• T ension Straps with
Leveling System

• T ension Straps with
Leveling System

• T ension Straps with
Leveling System

• UV Water Purifier

• UV Water Purifier

• UV Water Purifier

•E
 ndless Pools Fit@Home
Controller App

•E
 ndless Pools Fit@Home
Controller App

•E
 ndless Pools Fit@Home
Controller App

• Underwater LED Lights

• Underwater LED Lights

• Step/Riser

• Step/Riser

• UV Water Purifier

• Underwater Treadmill

• Step/Riser

• Swim Pace Display

• Floor Mirror

• Treadmill Pace Display

®

Underwater LED Lights (p. 3)

®

Endless Pools Fit@Home App (p. 6)
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Underwater Treadmill (p. 8)
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